Symi
Kim and Ella joined us on 28 September for their first cruise together on Havana. First stop…Symi…the island
they say everyone falls in love with. It is almost too picturesque to be true with a lovely approach up the deep
bay to a long quayside lined with yachts, small tavernas with pastel-coloured neo-classical, captains´ mansions
up the hillsides. Once the third richest island in the Dodecanese, it built and launched 500 ships a year and was a
thriving sponge-diving centre with a population of 22,500 in the early 20C. After the Italian occupation it
declined. Today it has re-invented itself as a “day-tripper” centre – they come, they spend and they
leave…because Symi has no water. Only a handful of hotels with genteel English ladies painting watercolours
on their balconies….

If you are looking for peace and solitude, away from the crowds, the lovely monastery of
Taxiarchis Mihail from 1700 in Panormitis is the place to be. For a small donation, you can
even rent a guestroom …a retreat from modern life. It has a wonderful “hohlakia” (floor of
pebble mosaics- special to these islands), lovely courtyard with plants and trees and church
with colourful frescoes and silver and gold icons. There are many votives (small plaques the
worshippers place at the alter). The Archangel Michael is the guardian angel of seamen and of
Symi.Unusually, it is situated on the waterfront of a lovely small bay with many yachts at
anchor.

From Panormitis we decided to find a beach and we did….in the middle of nowhere
but…complete with tiny boardwalk and friendly goats who begged for bread at the
tables!
From Symi, we had a good motorsail (always too much wind or not enough) to
Nissyros…an unknown quantity off the beaten track…our guests are doing well….
Kim & goat..(Kim on the left).

